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Resolving disputes in a timely manner is crucial for any online production group. We present an analysis
of Requests for Comments (RfCs), one of the main vehicles on Wikipedia for formally resolving a policy or
content dispute. We collected an exhaustive dataset of 7,316 RfCs on English Wikipedia over the course of
7 years and conducted a qualitative and quantitative analysis into what issues affect the RfC process. Our
analysis was informed by 10 interviews with frequent RfC closers. We found that a major issue affecting the
RfC process is the prevalence of RfCs that could have benefited from formal closure but that linger indefinitely
without one, with factors including participants’ interest and expertise impacting the likelihood of resolution.
From these findings, we developed a model that predicts whether an RfC will go stale with 75.3% accuracy, a
level that is approached as early as one week after dispute initiation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The internet has enabled large-scale collaboration on tasks of a grand scale, from building the
world’s largest encyclopedia to solving open mathematics problems [10]. However, given the
scale of interaction between diverse participants, it is no surprise that disputes often occur while
working together. Thus, resolving disputes in a timely manner is of fundamental importance in
any workgroup towards maintaining productivity and a healthy community. Understanding and
improving such online processes for deliberation and resolution can have impact in areas including
open democratic initiatives and civic participation [30], as well as virtual teams [19], open source
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development [27], and online community maintenance [32]. Nowhere is this more clear than on
Wikipedia, a place where almost all conflict is resolved through online deliberation. The stakes for
deliberation can be high—for instance, the addition of two paragraphs about a city on its Wikipedia
page can lead to significant changes in tourism [17]. As a result, conflicts arise on the platform
regularly [23, 47], mirroring conflicts around contested information in the world. Prior research
has often focused on “edit wars”, or back-and-forth edits on Wikipedia articles, as well as on article
talk pages [39], where editors go to informally resolve an issue, as signals of conflict and resolution.
However, there are also various formal resolution processes for disputes that cannot be resolved
informally, with differing layers of escalation. The study of these formal processes can reveal
insights about factors leading to resolution as well as areas of friction, towards the design of better
processes and systems for online deliberation and resolution.
To better understand online deliberation, we investigated one of the primary formal processes
on English Wikipedia for deliberation and resolution of content and policy disputes—the Request
for Comment (RfC) process. Using RfCs, editors who cannot resolve a dispute may publicize their
deliberation to the broader Wikipedia community to invite participation, sometimes culminating
in a closing statement by a neutral editor that summarizes the discussion and makes a resolution.
We created a novel, comprehensive dataset of 7,316 RfCs from English Wikipedia dating from
2011 to 2017, parsed to separate out closing statements, authors, and reply structure. This dataset
is released publicly for the research community.1 We employed a mixed-methods approach by
analyzing this data quantitatively as a whole as well as qualitatively by selecting a random subset
of 40 RfCs to manually inspect. To inform our analysis, we interviewed 10 of the most frequent RfC
closers to understand their motivations and considerations when deciding whether to close an RfC.
From the complementary sources of data, we examined what major factors in the RfC process
result in failure to come to a resolution. Not all RfCs require a formal resolution by a closer; instead,
some may informally end due to overwhelming agreement by participants or withdrawal of the
RfC by the initiator. In our dataset, we found that 57.65% of RfCs end up getting formally closed
through the addition of a summary statement resolving the dispute. However, of the 42.35% of RfCs
with no formal resolution, we found that 78% had no participant activity to informally end the
RfC—in other words, that a full one third of all RfCs in our dataset were left stale. A prevalence of
stale and unresolved disputes may mean that effort put into discussion is wasted and time is lost
waiting for resolution.
From interviews and qualitative analysis of our dataset, we uncovered reasons for why these
RfCs do not get formally closed, including factors such as poorly articulated initial statements by
inexperienced discussion initiators, lack of interest from third-party experienced Wikipedia editors,
and excessive bickering or contentiousness during the discussion.
Using these factors to inform a series of features, we developed a model to predict whether an
RfC will go stale based on information about the page before the RfC initiation as well as what
transpired over the course of participation in the RfC. When trained and tested on our entire
dataset, the best model achieved 75.3% accuracy, an improvement of 8.1% over a baseline of simply
predicting that it will not go stale. We find that the most informative features as to whether an
RfC will go stale are the interest and expertise level of participants, followed by features related to
the size and shape of the discussion. Furthermore, we consider how well such a model performs
as an RfC progresses in time after its initiation. At their start point with just an initial statement,
prediction of the outcome of RfCs is little better than the baseline of predicting closure for all RfCs.
However, even after just one week of participation, we can predict the likelihood of going stale at
1 https://figshare.com/articles/rfc_sql/7038575
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above 70% accuracy. Using this model, participants and the initiator of an ongoing RfC can assess
the likelihood of an RfC going stale which can inform future actions.
Finally, we revisit the major goals of a deliberative process and how novel tools such as our model
and new designs can help make the deliberations and resolutions on Wikipedia more effective. We
consider how tools for publicizing RfCs or connecting editors with different levels of expertise could
improve consensus-building. We also consider how tools for better organization and sensemaking
of discussion can be of use to initiators, participants, and closers within Wikipedia, as well as in
other communities conducting deliberation.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Self-governance and Rule-Making in Wikipedia

As commons-based communities such as Wikipedia and open-source development grow larger and
become more stable, questions of governance become critical [2, 29]. Researchers have examined
how policies on Wikipedia are shaped through the creation of proposals that eventually form
rules or guidelines. Over time, policies as well as the processes for generating them became more
formalized [3, 43] and complex [8], generating hundreds of pages for editors to reference in disputes.
Despite this, examination suggested that Wikipedia’s governance stayed flexible towards various
structures [8] and decentralized when it came to modification and interpretation [15]. More recent
analysis of rules on Wikipedia found a shift in favor of deliberation coupled with declining revision
activity [20]. Given the impact of deliberation in the continual re-interpretation of policies, it is
important that conflicts that affect policy be resolved quickly.
2.2

Processes for Resolving Content Disputes

Broadly, there are two types of disputes in Wikipedia, content-related disputes, which include
policy disputes, and user conduct disputes, and numerous formal and informal mechanisms for
achieving resolutions for each type. While our focus is on content-related disputes, the line between
the two types can blur, as user conduct issues can arise in the course of a deliberation about content.
When it comes to resolving a content dispute, editors normally try to resolve it on their own by
following Wikipedia policies for achieving consensus2 and dispute resolution3 through editing or
discussion via the article’s talk page.
However, when the dispute cannot be resolved by the involved members, there are a number
of ways to receive outside help. First, Third Opinion (3O) is reserved for content-related issues
between exactly two editors, and is a relatively informal process for getting an outside opinion. In
comparison, the Dispute Resolution Noticeboard (DRN) is used for disputes involving more than
two parties or when 3O does not resolve the dispute. Volunteer moderators on the noticeboard
provide suggestions and mediation towards the dispute, but this process is primarily limited to
simple disputes that can be quickly resolved. If the dispute escalates, there is Formal Mediation,
which is provided by a panel of experienced mediators called the Mediation Committee (MedCom)
who resolve Requests for Mediation (RfM) once they are filed. At any point in the escalation of
dispute resolution processes, editors can turn to Requests for Comments (RfCs) by writing up a
proposal or question on the relevant article talk page and then inviting comment by the broader
community by posting to various noticeboards.
For this work, we chose to focus on RfCs as it is one of the more common formal processes for
resolution due to its flexibility, and because it involves a number of editors across Wikipedia due to
the gathering of input from the broader community, as opposed to places like 3O or DRN. Beyond
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Consensus
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Dispute_resolution#Resolving_content_disputes
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these forums, there are more specialized venues for resolution for particular types of content
disputes, such as Articles for Deletion (AfD), which focuses on whether to delete, merge, or move
articles. Finally, as mentioned above, there is an entire separate set of noticeboards and processes
for the second category of user conduct disputes, culminating in final arbitration by the Arbitration
Committee (ArbCom), that we do not study here.
2.3

Research on Conflict and Deliberation in Wikipedia

Some research has analyzed informal processes for managing conflict, such as through edits on
article pages or informal discussion on talk pages. Many have studied “edit wars” that break
out between editors on certain articles [39, 47], giving rise to policies such as the “Three Revert
Rule” [6]. These oftentimes “bursty” edits to content can form an informal process for resolving
conflict without explicit communication. Other work has demonstrated the value of both implicit
coordination via scaffolding while editing and explicit coordination via communication [21, 45].
Researchers have also analyzed the deliberative discussions that happen on Wikipedia, finding
evidence of both constructive behavior and pitfalls [33, 42]. Conversations on talk pages can create
long chains of back-and-forth responses in a format much like threaded forums [26]. Analysis
of talk page communication found that it scales up to help manage conflict as the number of
editors grow [22]. Qualitative analyses of deliberation on Wikipedia found a high level of analytic
discussion focused on problem analysis [5], while other work has found examples of debates around
information quality [38]. However, researchers have also found lower levels of social aspects of
deliberation such as respect and consideration [5], and other researchers found cases of power
plays when policies are unclear and advocate for more tools to support the consensus process [24].
These studies demonstrate the importance of deliberative discussions on Wikipedia as well as point
to challenges and opportunities for tool-building.
While most existing work focuses on informal coordination and communication, in this work we
turn to more formal mechanisms for conflict resolution. There exists some analyses of these formal
discussions for the case of Articles for Deletion (AfD) [16], though there the number of participants
per discussion is generally small and the emphasis is on voting [41]. Thus, AfD discussions do not
represent the best examples of actual deliberation and conflict resolution through consensus. In
this work, we present one of the first in-depth analyses of the RfC process, one of the main vehicles
for deliberation and formal resolution of content disputes on Wikipedia.
2.4

Promotion Discussions and User Roles in Wikipedia

There are also both formal and informal processes for managing user roles and promotion within
Wikipedia. Some of the formal processes involve deliberation, such as the Request for Adminship
(RfA) process for selecting administrators on Wikipedia. Research has shown that a model considering factors like strong edit history can predict which users will be voted in as an administrator [7].
There is also research into the emergent, informal roles that form on Wikipedia to handle different
tasks, including different editor roles [46], as well as social roles [44], and roles based on discourse
acts in talk pages [28]. In this work, we shed light on a particular type of informal editor role that
has not been studied in detail, which is that of frequent RfC closer. While there are few restrictions
on who can close an RfC, we find that closers tend to be experienced editors. From our interviews,
we investigate the motivations of frequent RfC closers to get involved in closing.
2.5

Tools for Deliberation and Consensus

There have been many efforts to improve the interface of talk pages and build tools for consensus.
Some have targeted the unstructured nature of talk pages, which can cause difficulty for newcomers,
and have developed lightweight tools to add structure [34]. Others have developed models to
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of an RfC started by using the RfC template tag {{rfc}}.

predict different dialog acts in Wikipedia [14], which could also lend greater structure. Within
the MediaWiki platform, interfaces have been developed that make talk pages more like questionanswering systems or threaded forums, such as Flow4 and LiquidThreads5 .
Researchers have also sought to support consensus-building on Wikipedia, including tools to
summarize behavior and track conflicts as they unfold [24]. Some outside tools could be considered
as inspiration for alternative structures for discussion. For instance, Considerit makes use of procon lists to get an overview of different perspectives [37]. Similarly, Opinion Space plots users’
opinions on a 2-dimensional grid [13]. While traditional polls are sometimes used in RfCs, they
are generally used to elicit opinions as opposed to vote on a decision, due to the emphasis on
consensus-building over majority rule. Unlike polls, these alternative tools help highlight more
nuanced perspectives than is possible through aggregating votes along a single axis. A different
kind of tool is Reflect, a system for encouraging active listening by having participants summarize
each other’s comments [25]. Similarly, Wikum is a tool for summarizing discussions in a bottom-up
fashion using a wiki-like mode of collaborative editing [48]. In the discussion of this work, we
consider how tools could help improve the problems that we notice with formal deliberations.
2.6

Analyzing the Language of Deliberation

Researchers looking at various communities have studied patterns of discourse in deliberations.
Some have built models for politeness, finding that editors on Wikipedia who are polite achieve
higher status through elections [12]. Other research analyzing debate communities such as Reddit’s
ChangeMyView found that persuasiveness aligned with greater interplay between counterarguments and the initiator [40]. Research on language coordination shows that echoes of linguistic
style in responses can determine power differentials [11]. We build on this work by analyzing
language and releasing a dataset of deliberations on Wikipedia along with their closing statements.
3

INTRODUCTION OF REQUEST FOR COMMENT

In this section we provide a description of Requests for Comment (RfCs). RfCs are a common
process use by Wikipedia editors, or volunteers who write Wikipedia articles, for requesting input
from uninvolved editors concerning disputes about policy, guideline, or article content. It is a
formal way to attract more attention to a problem that is not resolvable with local discussions, and
uses a system of centralized noticeboards and bot6 -delivered invitations to advertise discussions.
Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 2, No. CSCW, Article 74. Publication date: November 2018.
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The RfC Process

Initiation: The process for RfCs starts with a content dispute that has already been discussed in a
talk page but has not been resolved. At that point, an editor can start a new section within the talk
page. Using the RfC template tag {{rfc}}, the initiator writes a neutral statement in the form of a
proposal or question outlining the issue at hand, optionally selecting one or more topical categories
as well, as shown in Figure 1.
Initiator: Any Wikipedia editor can initiate an RfC, as long as they follow the specified procedure.
Dissemination: After the initiator adds the RfC template tag to the page, a Wikipedia bot called
Legobot assigns the RfC an ID and posts the RfC on the RfC list page pertaining to that category.
Once the RfC tag is removed from an RfC, the category page removes the RfC, keeping only a list
of active RfCs on the page. Legobot also notifies a random subset of editors that are watching pages
or lists related to the RfC, such as editors who have volunteered via the Feedback Request Service7 .
There are currently 2,360 editors listed as volunteers, though editors also provide a limit on how
many notifications to receive a month. Anyone may also post the RfC manually to places such as
Village Pump8 forums, various noticeboards, talk pages of relevant WikiProjects, and talk pages of
related articles or policies, in order to invite more discussion from people not already involved.
Discussion: Once initiated and publicized, the discussion unfolds in a threaded fashion using
indenting. Some RfCs also include a section for users to indicate their position in a polling process.
The default length of an RfC is 30 days, after which Legobot automatically removes the RfC template
tag, and it gets removed from RfC lists. Participants can delay this removal if discussion is still
ongoing or they can revive the RfC by re-adding the tag later. The RfC may be closed early if
consensus is clear before 30 days, though a general practice is to wait at least a week for input.
Participants: Although anyone can participate in an RfC, the system is targeted towards getting
input from uninvolved editors who can provide unbiased opinions to help resolve the dispute.
Closure and Conclusion: After a certain period RfCs can conclude with three type of endings,
which are a (i) formal closure, an (ii) informal end, or (iii) simply be left stale. These three
endings are organized in Table 1. (i) Formal closure is a general process for relatively more contentious debates, requesting an uninvolved third party to close and mark the end of the discussion.
Anyone may post the RfC to the Wikipedia Administrators’ Noticeboard/Requests for closure9 , a
clearinghouse where frequent closers go to find unclosed RfCs. A closer closes the RfC by adding the
templates {{archivetop}} and {{archivebottom}} along with a closing statement surrounding
the RfC as shown in Figure 2.
For the remaining RfCs without these templates, there are two possibilities as to what was the
outcome of the RfC. First, the RfC could have been (ii) informally ended on purpose by participants,
the initiator, or another editor by removing the RfC tag manually. This might happen because
the initiator reconsiders and chooses to withdraw the RfC, or an obvious consensus may lead
participants to agree to withdraw the RfC. Second, the RfC could have (iii) gone stale—that is, while
waiting for further participation or a formal close, there is a period of no activity for 30 days, and
the RfC never gets closed by an individual. In this case, Legobot would remove the RfC tag after 30
days of inactivity, effectively withdrawing the RfC if no one bothers to open it up again.

4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Flow
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:LiquidThreads
6 Bots

are computer-controlled user accounts that help maintain pages: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bots

7 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Feedback_request_service
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Village_pump
9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administrators%27_noticeboard/Requests_for_closure
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Fig. 2. Comparison of a formally closed RfC (top) and one that is not (bottom). Formally closed RfCs have a
purple box surrounding the thread and a grey closing statement box. On the other hand, RfCs that are not
formally closed have no such template.

(i) Formally closed
Ended by whom

Uninvolved editor

RfC tag is removed by whom

Closer

Exists closing template
Dispute is resolved

Yes
Yes

(ii) Informally ended
Participant, initiator,
or uninvolved editor
Participant, initiator,
or uninvolved editor
No
Yes

(iii) Stale
None
Legobot
No
No

Number of RfCs
4,086 (57.65%)
672 (9.48%)
2,329 (32.86%)
Table 1. Differentiation of the three possible outcomes of RfCs.

For the rest of this work, we use the term “unclosed” to describe (iii) where RfCs remained stale,
without any kind of closure and “closed” to describe both (i) and (ii). We use “formally closed”
and “informally ended/closed” when we want to indicate (i) or (ii) respectively.
Proceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 2, No. CSCW, Article 74. Publication date: November 2018.
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Closers: Any editor on Wikipedia can formally or informally close an RfC; however, formal
closers tend to be more experienced editors on Wikipedia due to their grasp of Wikipedia policy
and greater perceived authority within the community. Also, some RfCs do require closure by
an administrator if the close involves action that can only be done by an administrator, such as
deleting an article or unprotecting a page.
Post-Close Review: In the case of formal closures, especially for more contentious ones, it is not
uncommon for participants to question the close or ask for details. This usually takes place on the
closer’s user talk page or more rarely the close can be challenged by posting to the Administrator’s
Noticeboard. There is no specific venue for reviewing RfC closes, unlike AfD decisions10 , so it can
be difficult to determine what happened after an RfC ended. Another way to relitigate an RfC is
to hold another RfC at a later point in time. While it is frowned upon to hold an RfC soon after a
closed RfC on the same topic, they can generally happen since consensus may change over time.
4

DATA COLLECTION

In this work, we set out to better understand the RfC process as a whole as well as uncover issues.
We collect from two major sources of data to form our analysis, focusing on English Wikipedia. For
this project, we consulted with two members of the Wikimedia Foundation, documented the study
on Wikimedia’s research wiki, and also discussed the study on Wikimedia’s research mailing list.
4.1

Frequent RfC Closer Interview Data

Many RfC discussions are formally closed by a neutral third party, which involves writing a
summary statement and final decision. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 10 of the
most frequent closers on English Wikipedia. In order to find interviewees, we compiled a list of
frequent closers. As we did not have a dataset of RfCs yet, we instead scraped the archives of
Wikipedia’s Administrator’s Noticeboard/Requests for closure, a board dedicated to finding closers
for an RfC. This yielded links to 2,034 RfCs. We contacted 17 editors who were the most frequent
closers and still active on Wikipedia, with 10 accepting.
The interviews were conducted over phone or video call, with the exception of two that were
conducted over back-and-forth emails. For the calls, the interviews lasted anywhere from 45 minutes
to 1 hour and 30 minutes. Interviewees were compensated $15 for their time. Due to their desire for
anonymity, we only have demographic information for 4 of the 10 interviewees. The average age
for the four is 40.75, and all four are male. On average, interviewees have been editors on Wikipedia
for 9.9 years, with only 2 of 10 with an edit history under 5 years. 3 out of 10 are administrators.
After asking general questions about interviewees’ experience with RfCs, we asked interviewees
to walk through the process they go through to decide what RfCs to close and how they go about
closing an RfC. We asked them to consider if there were any problems with the RfC process and
whether any tools or collaborations could help make the process easier or faster.
Interviews were conducted by the first and second authors. After each interview, it was transcribed and coded by them using a grounded theory approach [9] due to the exploratory nature of
the study. As interviews were ongoing, the codes were discussed by all authors and grouped into
major themes, including around common concerns about the RfC process as a whole and reasons
for why RfCs go stale.
4.2

RfC Discussion and Closing Data

To supplement the interview data, we collected a comprehensive dataset of RfCs. On Wikipedia,
there is no archive of pages containing links to all past RfCs. The closest is the Administrator’s
10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Deletion_review/Active
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Fig. 3. The number of RfCs initiated each month in our dataset from 2011 to end of 2017.

Noticeboard/Requests for closure but it only contains links to the 2,034 RfCs where someone has
explicitly sought a formal close by a neutral third party. Many RfCs get publicized elsewhere, such
as on topical lists dedicated to RfCs or on a WikiProject page, or get formally closed through other
means. For this reason, we focused on edits left by Legobot, a bot that is automatically triggered
when the RfC template tag {{rfc}}11 is added to a discussion to create an RfC. Using this strategy,
we collected a dataset of 7,316 RfCs beginning from 2011, when Legobot began running, to the
end of 2017. From the link of the RfC, we were able to extract all initiator, participant, and closer
information, as well as all comments and initiator and closing statements, keeping reply structure
intact through the use of libraries such as MediaWiki WikiChatter12 .
We used this dataset to analyze characteristics of contributors as well as the lifecycle of RfCs,
from initiation to a final outcome. From this dataset, we can determine RfCs that have been (i)
formally closed using a template as shown in the left of Figure 2. Analyzing the dataset and the
interviews revealed, however, that among the RfCs that did not have the template, not all were
simply left stale. Thus, we differentiated between (ii) informally ended RfCs and (iii) stale ones
by tracking the revision history to find when the RfC tag was removed and then retrieving the
user account that removed the tag. If it was removed by Legobot, we considered it stale; if the RfC
tag was removed by an editor, it was treated as informally ended. While not perfect—for instance,
participants might choose to withdraw their RfC but neglect to remove the RfC tag—this method
represents our best approximation from the data available to reconstruct what happened.
We were able to categorize 7,087 RfCs out of 7,316 RfCs using this method. Some RfCs were
unable to be categorized due to parsing issues. 57.65% of the RfCs ended up formally closed while
42.35% have no formal resolution. Among the unclosed ones, 78% (2,329, 32.86% of all RfCs) remained
stale without any closure, while 22% (672, 9.48% of all RfCs) were informally ended. Among the
672 informally ended RfCs, 522 were ended by participants or initiators who took the tag off while
150 were ended by uninvolved editors. Although the former is considered the norm, inspecting
the 150 RfCs showed that in some cases uninvolved editors take the RfC tag off if they believe it is
no longer necessary or should not have been created. Since in these 150 cases an editor ended a
discussion by taking the action of removing the tag, we counted it as informally ended.
To understand qualitatively why RfCs do not get formally closed and the distinction between
going stale and informally ending, we randomly selected 40 RfCs that did not get closed and
manually inspected and coded the discussion to understand why they were never closed. This
analysis was coded by the first and second authors and then discussed by all the authors. Since the
reasons may not always be immediately apparent from the discussion, the reasons we were able to
identify were informed by our prior discussions with interviewees as well as informal conversations
with top RfC participants on Wikipedia.
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Rfc
12 https://github.com/mediawiki-utilities/python-mwchatter
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Num RfCs
Num RfCs
RfC category
initiated
initiated
Politics, government, & law
2650
Religion & philosophy
949
History & geography
2573
Wikipedia style & naming
749
Biographies
2123
Wikipedia proposals
634
Wikipedia policies & guidelines
1767
Economy, trade, & companies
585
Uncategorized
1732
Wikipedia technical issues & templates
381
Society, sports, & culture
1634
Language & linguistics
372
Art, architecture, literature, & media
1601
WikiProjects & collaborations
259
Maths, science, & technology
1165
Table 2. Number of RfCs issued from 2004 to 2017 by categories. One RfC may have multiple categories, for
example, {{rfc|econ|bio}}.
RfC category

Total number of people
Percentage of administrators

Initiators
3,346
7.41%

Participants
14,815
5.11%

Closers
759
23%

Avg (σ ) number of edit counts
Median number of edit counts

23,432.16 (74,417.6)
4,590.5

14,055.43 (56,749.5)
1,257

39,759.46 (89,639.2)
17,556

Avg (σ ) account age (days)
3,076.63 (1,338.2)
2,260.05 (1,226.1)
3,289.3 (1340.2)
Median account age (days)
3,230.81
2,331.71
3,635.67
Table 3. Overall information about RfC initiators, participants, and closers. The values for initiators and
participants was calculated using the whole dataset including unclosed ones as well.

5

PARTICIPATION, PARTICIPANTS, TOPICS, AND DYNAMICS OF RFCS OVER TIME

In this section, we characterize our RfC dataset to demonstrate how the RfC process works currently
and how it has evolved over time13 .
Initiation: From looking at Figure 3, we can see that the number of RfCs initiated over time
has remained fairly steady since mid-2011, with 86.5 initiated per month on average across our
dataset. Table 3 provides information about the initiator population, which overall is smaller and
more experienced than the participant population.
Dissemination: Table 2 shows the number of RfCs initiated within each category from 2004
to 2017. These category counts can give us a rough understanding of areas of relatively higher
and lower levels of contention within Wikipedia. When it comes to using RfCs as a means to
attract outside input, we find that they appear to work reasonably well. On average, 56.5% of the
participants of an RfC are newcomers to the topic of the RfC, determined by considering whether
the participant had previously made any edits on the talk page where the RfC took place. However,
participants are relatively less experienced than initiators or closers, as shown in Table 3.
Discussion: A discussion’s size and shape can affect both the reading and commenting experience. RfCs in our dataset had on average 34.37 comments between 11.79 participants. As a sign of
how unwieldy these discussions can get, the highest number of comments on an RfC is 2,375, while
the highest number of participants is 831. Both values come from the same RfC14 . Not only can
there be many comments but they can create long threads of replies. On average across RfCs, the
depth of the longest thread in the discussion was 5.15 comments, while the average depth of any
13 More

details including steps to get data not included in the paper are at https://figshare.com/articles/rfc_sql/7038575

14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:VisualEditor/Default_State_RFC
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Fig. 4. Ratio of support votes among all votes in RfCs that contain a binary poll.

Fig. 5. Timeline of all RfCs showing the length of time for discussion of an RfC after opening it, as well as
the length of time between the last comment and the close, if it exists. For each RFC, we draw a vertical line
whose x coordinate is the start date and whose y coordinate ranges between start and end date.

comment was 0.39, where a comment that is not a reply to any other comment has a depth of 0.
This suggests that RfCs have a mix of deeper back-and-forth discussion as well as many comments
simply responding to the initial prompt. Some of these non-threaded comments may come from a
dedicated polling section within the RfC. We found that 49.6% of the RfCs in our dataset had an
area for a poll. Among RfCs where there was a binary decision, on average there were 5.09 supports
and 4.57 opposes, and most polls have a ratio strongly in one direction or the other (Figure 4).
When we calculated the length of the discussion period, we found that the average time between
the first comment and the last recorded comment was 44.44 days, with a standard deviation of 160.16
days due to a heavy tail of RfCs that drag on for many months. As noted in our data collection, this
duration distribution does include RfCs that were open at the time of this writing. It is also possible
that at a future point in time, an editor may reopen any unclosed RfC. When considering only RfCs
that were closed, the average length of the discussion was 28.17 days (σ = 75.37). In Figure 5, we
plot the timeline of all RfCs in our dataset, with the yellow lines representing the discussion period
and the blue lines representing the time from the last comment to the closing of the RfC if formally
closed. As can be seen, there are many discussions that drag on for long periods of time, even years.
On average, after the initial proposal, it takes 16.47 days (σ = 76.89) for the first comment to be
made. This is due again to a long tail, and thus the median is 3.91 days.
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Fig. 6. On the top, the number of RfCs initialized per month is broken down into RfCs that became stale
versus RfCs that were either informally ended or formally closed. The number of RfCs formally closed each
month is on the bottom.

Closure and Conclusion: As seen in Figure 6, there was a steady increase in RfCs formally
closed from 2011 to 2015, lining up with a higher ratio of RfCs that were closed versus RfCs that
went stale over that time period, even as RfC initiation volume stayed fairly steady. After 2015,
around 20 RfCs still get initiated every month that do not get formally closed. As visualized in
Figure 5, the time taken to close a discussion can also be long. For RfCs that eventually were
formally closed, on average it took 16.74 days (σ = 25.90) after the last comment in the RfC. In
total, the average RfC time period from initiation to closure for RfCs that were formally closed was
45.56 days (σ = 81.14). This is about 1.5 times longer than the default 30 days that Legobot allots,
with 37% of the time spent on waiting for the closing statement.
As seen in Table 3, closers make up the most experienced but also smallest population, with
23% administrators. From analyzing the closer population over time, we found that the number of
active closers has generally been rising since 2011. Some frequent closers we interviewed echoed
this finding, saying: “I have a feeling that the backlog is shorter now”. However, this population is
also skewed, with 57% of the 759 closers having only closed one RfC, while the account with the
most number of closes has closed 352 RfCs.
Post-Close Review: While there are no ways to automatically track what happens to an RfC
after conclusion, there is a manually curated page of RfC closure reviews15 primarily maintained
by two editors. It contains 80 RfCs from 2011 to mid-2017, representing 1.1% of the RfCs in our
dataset. Of these, 40% of the closes were upheld, and 25% were changed by either being withdrawn,
overturned, reverted, or reopened.
6

WHY DO RFCS NOT GET CLOSED?

Through quantitative analysis of our RfC dataset, we found a significant number of RfCs—almost
half—that do not get formally closed, with about 78% of those going stale and about 22% ended
informally. RfCs going stale can be a problem for maintaining productivity on Wikipedia as editors
involved in the RfC may be waiting on the outcome before they feel they can continue editing. It
can also be discouraging if an RfC never gets closed when editors put effort into participating in the
RfC. While less of an issue, informally ended RfCs may also indicate wasted time due to RfCs that
were improperly created or that should never have happened because of pre-existing consensus.
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Administrators%27_noticeboard/Closure_review_archive
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We also saw that RfCs can linger for weeks and sometimes months before getting closed. This is
problematic if the discussion has gone out of date in that time. One frequent closer stated it as
“"There’s also the danger of resurrecting the six month old RfC to close it, that unless you’re really on
top of everything that goes on in Wikipedia, which is almost impossible, you just don’t know what’s
changed since that RfC.”
To understand why RfCs do not get formally closed, we conducted a qualitative analysis of 40
randomly selected RfCs that did not get formally closed and also interviewed frequent closers to
understand why they would avoid closing some RfCs. Out of the 40 RfCs we analyzed, 22 RfCs
contained meta-comments about the issues behind the RfC itself, including warnings against the
initiator or participants’ actions, that revealed 6 explicit reasons for staleness or informal ending.
6.1

Problems with Initiators and Initial Proposals

Fig. 7. The first meta-comment points out the initial proposal is too vague while the second notes the
initiator’s biased actions.

According to our random sample, issues with initiators had a lot to do with producing unclosed
RfCs. 14 out of the 22 RfCs with a meta-comment had an issue related to initiator actions. For
instance, sometimes the initiator was not clear with the wording of the request, potentially related
to their level of experience. On the other hand, there were more severe cases when the initiator
went against the normal consensus decision-making process by biasing the wording of their initial
proposal or attempting to canvass by soliciting participation in a non-neutral way, either in their
wording or recruitment of certain editors. A few of our interviewees (2/10) mentioned issues with
initiators, with one interviewee saying “An RfC not well-formed—this can happen when the results
are unclear because of the structure of the RfC. For example, the RfC might have no clear question...”
This closer went on to say that despite this issue, it can still be possible for a closer to determine
editors’ opinions and make a deliberation on what editors actually ended up talking about.
6.2

Behavior of Participants: Bickering and Sock-Puppeting

Four of the RfCs that we examined explicitly mentioned excessive participant bickering, including
by the initiator sometimes, which led to more complicated and longer threads that were difficult for
newcomers and potential closers to examine. The back-and-forth argumentation was often caused
by participants who had a history with each other and had been involved in previous discussions.

Fig. 8. Meta-comment revealing that the participants’ bickering is making it difficult for other new participants
to engage in the RfC.

Three of the frequent closers we interviewed also pointed out that RfCs with lots of bickering
would be unlikely to become closed. One interviewee said “..no one really cares about [the RfC] that
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just gets a lot of bickering back and forth without a lot of substantive discussion. That’s the kind of RFC
that will often sit for a few months.” Another interviewee described how excessive bickering between
a few participants might also push away future potential participants: “If one or two participants are
trying to reply to everyone who disagrees with them, others may simply not be taking them seriously
or have grown tired of repeating themselves.”
Three of the interviewees also mentioned actions by participants that try to influence the outcome
of the decision by creating multiple fake accounts to create the appearance of consensus (called
“sock-puppeting”) or by recruiting editors to join a discussion on behalf of that editor (called “meatpuppeting” if recruiting off-wiki and “canvassing” on-wiki). When this happens and another editor
notices, an investigation can be called, and the offending editor is routed to formal processes for
user conduct. One frequent closer said “If I would have a suspicion that there was socking going on, I
probably wouldn’t be closing it.” This was also a reason why several interviewees spoke strongly
about how RfCs should not become a voting process, and mentioned that they give less attention to
votes that do not include any rationale or are not based in existing policies due to these concerns.
6.3 Obvious Consensus
There were also cases when the outcome was an absolute consensus, and the participants seemed
to think there was no need for a closure. 4 RfCs that we examined were in this category. In these
cases, after numerous comments all on one side, eventually a participant just takes the RfC tag off
(2/4). The other two RfCs had the tag taken off by a bot, where the participants may have just left
the RfC after seeing consensus. Interviewees that mentioned this (2/10) also mentioned that many
of these cases are fine to just informally end: “ When you have an RFC that has 15 people in support
of something and one very loud person opposing it, those are very clear cut outcomes usually and it
doesn’t necessarily need formal closure”. If an initiator is repeatedly starting RfCs to fight a general
consensus, they may get referred to a user conduct forum. This category also included cases we
saw when many participants responded to the initiator that there is no need for the RfC to begin
with, which could be chalked up to lack of initiator expertise.
6.4

Lack of Interest or Expertise from Uninvolved Editors

Other than the three reasons mentioned above that were explicitly mentioned, there were also
times where the reason was not clear from the discussion. Among these 18 RfCs without explicit
comments about the RfC, we saw both long and short discussions. One possible reason why they did
not get closed could be that there was simply lack of interest in the RfC from uninvolved editors. We
noticed even in the long discussions, participants were primarily those that were already involved
in the discussion before the RfC began.

Fig. 9. Comment revealing that the lack of overall interest on the page which may influence the outcome of
the RfC.

Two of our interviewees also brought this up as a reason why RfCs in topics that attract only
a small number of editors might go stale. One interviewee mentioned his own lack of interest in
a topic being a factor, saying “When no one cares enough because even if you get it wrong, you’ve
affected one small part of one article that might get 15 views a day, or whatever...I’ve definitely passed
on an RFC because I thought ‘this doesn’t matter. My time is better used elsewhere.”’
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A related issue that several closers (6/10) brought up was lack of expertise in the topic behind
the RfC. While closers do not need to be experts on a topic to close it, and in fact should not be too
involved in the topic so that they maintain neutrality, they still need to have some knowledge of it
or be willing to invest time to learn about it. One interviewee said “...in some cases a certain amount
of background may also be a requirement. This is especially relevant for more technical subjects, such
as the sciences... You may be able to remedy this by studying, or it may be better to leave the discussion
for someone else to close.” And although anyone on Wikipedia can close an RfC, if the topic is too
esoteric to the majority of frequent closers, then it may never get closed.

6.5

RfC is Too Complicated or Too Contentious

Two other reasons that we were not able to uncover by analyzing RfCs using meta-comments but
that were mentioned by several interviewees were RfCs that were too complicated or contentious,
with these problems often overlapping. Although there were no meta-comments, we noticed two
long discussions containing 136 comments and 84 comments. Three interviewees mentioned that
when the RfC is hard to close due to severe contentiousness, they tend to leave it to other closers
who can handle it, mostly ones they felt had more authority. One interviewee said “There were
a few that I avoid just because I look at it and think, ‘Whoa, no way.’ Usually it’s the policies and
guidelines, anything with like 300 plus comments or where feelings are running very high. Eventually
I...think ‘Hmm. That needs one of Wikipedia’s big names to close.”’ Another closer mentioned that
they could tell that for some RfCs, no matter how they close it, participants will follow them to
their user talk page to question the close, and so they just didn’t want to bother.
Other interviewees (6/10) talked about RfCs that were just too complicated to make sense of.
These could be RfCs that were contentious but could also include ones that had a great deal of backand-forth or many participants, a lot of links to outside sources or relevant policy, or a particularly
content-heavy topic. One interviewee described it as, “And I tried to read it, I looked it over and I
realized I couldn’t make heads or tails of it.” In these cases, an RfC could stay open indefinitely if
no closer wants to take on the time to make sense of the discussion and all relevant materials. We
also noticed from talking to closers that most of them cited spending on the order of several hours,
sometimes over the course of multiple days, closing their most complicated RfCs.

6.6

Interpersonal Issues and “Wikipolitics”

As closers are humans, interpersonal reasons also had to be considered for closures. Two RfC
closers mentioned that they do not close RfCs that are related to participants with whom they have
a negative relationship. Although this is not a direct reason for staleness overall, it implies that
an RfC with an involved editor that has many negative relationships with other editors is more
likely to stay open. One interviewee said “...my relationship with some of the contributors...is not very
good. Now suppose people with whom I do not share a particularly good relationship...has initiated
the RFC, I don’t generally close it.” Related to this as well as to the previous reason of an RfC being
too complicated, two interviewees discussed how “wikipolitics” play into their decision to close
an RfC. One interviewee said “I closed a discussion where these two people were fighting and they
represented two huge factions on Wikipedia...because I did that, if you read my request for [role], that
was one of the key points that people opposed it...if you have people who don’t like something you did,
even if you did something according to policy, if it’s not popular amongst enough people, they can join
their voice with something else and sway a discussion.” For this reason, a potential closer interested
in growing their social capital might steer away from the more contentious discussions.
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PREDICTING THE LIKELIHOOD OF AN RFC GOING STALE

Building on our analyses of the factors related to closure, we used the RfC dataset we collected to
develop classifiers to predict the likelihood of an RfC going stale. Our prediction task is framed as
a binary classification problem, taking into account features related to the initiation and unfolding
discussion in the RfC as well as characteristics about the article or policy page in question. We first
classify RfCs into formally or informally closed versus stale using all the historical data we have
on each RfC, minus the closing statement if it exists, to learn what features distinguish stale RfCs.
We then consider how a model for predicting the likelihood of an RfC going stale performs as the
RfC’s life-cycle moves forward in time from initiation.
We used four classification algorithms and compare the performance. The four algorithms are
Logistic Regression (LR), Adaptive Boosted Decision Trees (ADT), Random Forests (RF), and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) with a radial-basis function kernel. We conduct training and testing on
7,087 RfCs using 61 features. For features with missing data, such as deleted user accounts, we used
imputation16 to insert the mean value instead. 50 trials were conducted with random 40% testing
splits, and the resulting performance values were averaged. We also used a tree-based feature
selection algorithm to find the most important features, shown in Table 6 based on the feature
importance calculated by the ADT model. To determine feature importance we calculated Gini
Importance (I) which is the normalized total reduction of the criteria due to the feature.
7.1

Features

Initiator Experience: From the interviews, we learned that initiators may have a large impact
on producing RfCs that do not get closed due to lack of experience. For this reason, we calculate
measures related to initiator expertise before the RfC took place, such as the initiator edit count
and age of the initiator account in days. The initiator might also be well versed in Wikipedia but a
newcomer to the discussion around the topic in question. Thus, we also calculate the number of
revisions to the talk page of the RfC by the initiator. We finally considered whether the initiator is an
administrator.
Participant Interest: Another aspect related to likelihood of closure was the ability to attract
outside participation towards the RfC, which is the main goal of RfCs to begin with. Thus, we calculate the overall number of participants in the discussion so far, as well the ratio of new participants
so far, where a new participant is one that has not participated on the talk page prior to the RfC.
Participant Experience: In addition to attracting participants, we saw that it was also important that participants have experience. First, an RfC that failed to attract experienced editors
may be a factor in lack of interest from frequent closers, who are often also experienced editors.
Experienced editors also bring a knowledge of policy and norms, potentially contributing to the
quality of the discourse. Finally, sock-puppeting was noted as an issue affecting closure. This could
potentially be determined by an unusually low level of experience from participants. We calculate a
number of measures related to participant expertise, including the age of the account of participants,
incorporating the average, standard deviation, sum, and maximum over those values, as well as the
participant edit count, incorporating the average and sum.
Size and Shape of Discussion: We also found that the size and complexity of the discussion
was related to the likelihood of closure. RfCs that generate a lot of discussion may have higher than
usual interest and perhaps importance to the community, leading to a vested interest in closure. At
the same time, these discussions might scare away potential closers who do not want to invest the
time or do not feel like they have the authority. On the other hand, RfCs with very few comments
may suggest lack of interest in the topic at hand. To capture these characteristics of both volume
16 http://scikit-learn.org/dev/modules/impute.html
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LG
ADT
RF
SVM

Precision
0.762
0.788
0.75
0.71

74:17
Recall
0.868
0.864
0.909
0.955

F1
0.812
0.825
0.822
0.815

AUC
0.657
0.695
0.645
0.58

Accuracy
0.73
0.753
0.736
0.709

Baseline (most frequent)
0.672
1 0.803
0.5
0.672
Table 4. Average performance of classifiers over 50 trials to predict the closure of RfCs from full data.

and complexity, we measure the number of comments, average depth of replies per comment, and
the average number of replies to each comment.
Contentiousness: We learned from the interviews that a discussion’s contentiousness is an
important factor considered when deciding to avoid closing a discussion. To measure this, we
calculated, for RfCs that had binary polls, number of supports/opposes, ratio of supports over total votes,
and average and sum of number of replies that support/oppose comments receive. We also calculated
weighted reciprocity, which is a measure of the degree of back-and-forth between participants [35].
Tone of Participant Discourse: Bickering was a separate concern that was mentioned in
interviews. To get a sense of the tenor of conversations, we calculated features using the frequency
of terms taken from commonly used lexicons (indicative word sets) from the Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) software [31]. We examined the average frequency of indicative words over
all comments in the discussion so far. First, we considered negative emotionality and affect, using
dictionaries for hostility, swear words, and anger, as well as positive affect, negative affect, and affect
terms in general. Conversely, we calculated measures for cognition (cogmech), percept, and insight.
Related to prior work on the importance of social aspects of deliberation [5], we also calculate
measures for the use of first-person singular words, inclusive language, and exclusive language.
Finally, we calculate measures for certainty and tentativeness.
Initial Proposal Tone and Length: Besides expertise of the initiator, we learned that the quality
of the initial proposal can be important, such as if it is too short or has biased language. Thus, we
measure the number of words and characters in the initial proposal. We also measure all the LIWC
terms described in the prior feature category related to tone of participant discourse.
Popularity of RfC and Topic: Finally, we learned from interviews that the interest in the
RfC and the underlying topic in question can be a factor. To measure popularity of the RfC, we
calculated the the number of words and characters in the RfC so far, reasoning that longer and more
comments indicate greater interest. To calculate interest in the general topic, we also included the
total number of revisions made on the talk page where the RfC is located. We also look at more
recent interest leading up to the RfC, including number of revisions made 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks, 1
month, and 2 months prior to the initiation.
7.2

Results

First, we consider the performance of classifiers that make use of features calculated from all data
from an RfC up to its closure, if there is one. We report accuracy, precision, recall, F1, and area
under the curve (AUC) in Table 4. Adaptive Boosted Decision Trees perform the best overall except
for the recall score. They achieve 75.3% accuracy while Support Vector Machines with a radial-basis
function kernel perform the worst with 70.9% accuracy. The best accuracy shows a 8.1% increase
over the baseline performance of 67.2% of simply picking closed for an RfC’s outcome.
In Table 5 we report precision, recall, F1, AUC, and accuracy for an ADT classifier when using
features from only one category at a time. Additionally, in Table 6, we show the top 14 features
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Category
Precision Recall
F1 AUC Accuracy
Size and Shape of Discussion
0.75
0.903 0.819 0.644
0.733
Participant Experience
0.757
0.86 0.805 0.647
0.72
Participant Interest
0.722
0.897
0.8 0.595
0.699
Contentiousness
0.674
0.98 0.799 0.506
0.669
Popularity of RfC and Topic
0.687
0.947 0.797 0.533
0.675
Tone of Discourse
0.691
0.925 0.791
0.54
0.673
Initiator Experience
0.675
0.984 0.801 0.508
0.672
Initial Proposal Tone and Length
0.673
0.978 0.798 0.504
0.667
Table 5. Performance of ADT classifier to predict the closure of RfCs using features from each category.

Features
Importance
ρ
p
Number of comments
0.08 -0.053 < 0.0001
Maximum Wikipedia age of participants
0.06
0.12 < 0.0001
Cognitive tone of RfC
0.06 -0.049 < 0.0001
Average Wikipedia age of participants
0.06 0.003
<1
σ of Wikipedia age of participants
0.04 0.215 < 0.0001
Sum of edit counts of participants
0.04 0.147 < 0.0001
Average edit counts of participants
0.04 0.146 < 0.0001
Number of participants
0.04
0.13 < 0.0001
Average reply depth of comments
0.04
-0.13 < 0.0001
Average number of replies
0.04 0.061 < 0.0001
Affective tone of RfC
0.04 -0.054 < 0.0001
Wikipedia age of RfC initiator
0.04 0.028
< 0.05
Hostile tone of initial proposal
0.04 0.013
< 0.5
First person singular word usage of RfC
0.04 0.015
<0.5
Table 6. Top 14 features in the ADT model incorporating all data, including correlation to closure.

among all 61 features using ADT. Overall, we see that features related to size and shape of the
discussion best model the data to predict closure, with all three features appearing in the top 10
features. Interestingly, average number of replies positively correlated with closure while number of
comments and average reply depth of comments negatively correlated. This may be because longer
depth and more comments signify greater complexity and back-and-forth arguing, which may turn
some closers off. However, a greater number of replies as opposed to just one-off comments may
signal greater interest in the discussion.
Another feature category that models the data well is participant experience, with features related
to the Wikipedia age of and number of edits by participants listed as important. All of these features
were positively correlated with closure, indicating the importance of experienced participants.
While not performing as well altogether, a few features related to tone of participant discourse
and tone of initial proposal were included in the top 14 features. For instance, the affective tone of
the discussion was weakly negatively correlated with closure, possibly because words related to
emotion may hinder progress of a deliberative discussion.
Lastly, Wikipedia age of RfC initiator was also included in the top 14 features with a weak positive
correlation with closure. This implies a higher level of an initiator’s expertise may help prevent an
RfC from going stale.
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Fig. 10. Change in accuracy over time after initiation up to 11 weeks.

7.2.1 Predicting closure as RfCs progress. While we demonstrated that we can classify closed
versus unclosed RfCs from our dataset when provided with all the RfC participation, a more
interesting question is how soon after an RfC is initiated can we begin to predict the likelihood
of closure with reasonable accuracy. To understand this, we built models that predict closure at
different points in time after the start of an RfC. Immediately after initiation, features from the
categories of initiator experience, initial proposal’s tone and length, and popularity of RfC and topic
can be used. As time goes by and participants join the conversation, we can make new predictions
about the likelihood of closure using all 61 features and updating their values with historical data.
As time moves forward from initiation, we perform a prediction each week. However, some
RfCs get closed during that time—since we already know the outcome of those RfCs looking back
in time, we can discard already-closed RfCs in each week’s prediction. This means that at each
week, we only make predictions on the RfCs that are as of yet unclosed. Since as time goes by,
some unclosed RfCs may start to go stale as there are no new comments, we also add a time-based
feature to these models which is the number of days since the last comment up to the current point
in time. We choose to do this instead of discarding inactive RfCs from our prediction since any
unclosed RfC might be re-opened at any time by an editor, and this is unknown ahead of time.
As the accuracy over time in Figure 10 shows, all four classifiers start out quite close to a baseline
which simply predicts closure for all RfCs, achieving around 66% accuracy. However, as time moves
forward across RfCs and only unclosed RfCs remain, the baseline for simply predicting closure for
all remaining RfCs drops while the baseline for simply predicting going stale improves. Similarly,
as time progresses, the accuracy of the classifiers begin to approach the value presented above with
all the RfC participation data baked in, demonstrating how our models can provide timely feedback
to participants even just a week after the RfC is initiated. As time goes to 11 weeks after initiation,
the baseline prediction of marking all RfCs unclosed begins to approach our models’ performances,
as most RfCs that are still unclosed at this point are likely to go stale.
8

DISCUSSION

Through a comprehensive analysis of RfCs on English Wikipedia, we examined how RfCs get
initiated, discussed, and closed. We found that while the closer population and the proportion of
RfCs getting closed is increasing over the last seven years, a large portion of RfCs still do not get
closed in a timely manner. From interviews and qualitative analysis of unclosed RfCs, we notice
various factors including the nature of discourse and the characteristics and number of discussion
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participants can indicate the likelihood of resolution. Using measures informed by interviews and
inspection of RfCs, we were able to develop a model that can predict the likelihood of closure at
above 70% even a single week after initiation of the RfC. These suggest design considerations for
tools that could potentially help make formal deliberations on Wikipedia more effective.
8.1

Tools to help initiators and participants

First, our development of a model for predicting closure could be helpful as a tool for initiators
or participants in an RfC to consider ways to avoid going stale. From the model utilizing all
participation data, we find that the participants’ interest and experience were some of the most
important factors. In terms of participants’ interest, it seems crucial to find a way to properly
promote an RfC to experienced Wikipedians. Although we did not include it in this work, it would
be interesting to find what are the most effective ways to gather interest in an RfC. For example, it
might be effective for certain topics to publicize an RfC in particular forums within Wikipedia. Or
perhaps certain ways of phrasing the solicitation for participation or closure makes a difference.
This kind of feedback, in addition to the feedback that our existing model provides, could help
suggest actions for users to take when waiting for more participants or a closer.
As the results imply that participants’ expertise is crucial for an RfC to become resolved, this
demonstrates the need for designs that can provide editors with relatively lower level of expertise to
communicate or receive feedback from more experienced participants. As an interviewee mentioned,
participants learn how to provide more reliable sources and policies as evidence by observing or
even being won over by more experienced editors’ comments during deliberation. A system that
can match and invite a group of experienced editors to an RfC that has relatively inexperienced
participants could be helpful. Future work could analyze the Feedback Request Service, one of the
primary drivers for soliciting participants, to consider whether alternative designs such as pings to
volunteers that are not simply random or that happen at different points in the RfC’s life-cycle
could be beneficial. This is also the case for helping out initiators when writing the proposal, as the
initiator’s experience was the most crucial factor at the time when one is initiating an RfC.
8.2

Tools to help closers

In addition, we learned about how the size and shape of discussions is predictive of going stale. This
finding echoes interviewee responses that mentioned spending hours combing through long and
deep discussions before writing a resolution, as well as sometimes purposefully shying away from
RfCs that were too complicated or contentious. This suggests that tools to better parse and organize
these long threaded discussions could potentially help manage the workload. For instance, systems
like Wikum [48] that break down a large threaded discussion into manageable chunks to tag, group,
and summarize might be of help. A complementary direction could be to consider how similar
tools could facilitate closing larger RfCs collaboratively as opposed to by a single individual. While
frequent closers tell us that these do happen on rare occasion in Wikipedia on an ad hoc basis, they
generally involve collaborations over the draft closing statement through back-and-forth email as
opposed to collaboratively understanding and organizing a massive discussion. Additionally, by
sharing responsibility it might lesson concerns about “wikipolitics” or lack of authority.
It would also be interesting to consider ways that participants in a deliberation could enrich the
representation of the discussion to provide more information that can help closers. For instance, sites
like Reddit’s ChangeMyView allow discussants to mark when a particular argument has changed
their mind on a topic. Since RfCs are meant to be consensus-driven as opposed to voting-based,
the deliberation should ideally be causing people to come together over time. Illuminating points
of consensus and persuasive arguments would be helpful to closers and may speed up consensus
since new participants will more quickly get up to speed. Similarly, an idea that a frequent closer
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mentioned was a tool to allow one to see the RfC discussion unfolding over time, so that he could
notice changes in people’s interest and opinions as time went on. Currently, he achieved this by
going through the revisions on the RfC page by page, which he found to be tedious.
8.3

Implications beyond Wikipedia

Our study also presents insights that can be valuable to systems and processes within peer production and deliberative communities beyond Wikipedia.
8.3.1 Task- and Proposal-based processes. The findings from our model may be of help to peer
production communities that must assign and track tasks or issues that community members
propose. Examples include open source communities that have task or issue processes with a
definite start and end, similar to the RfC process. Other examples include platforms centered
around creating proposals, voting and discussing them, followed by implementation, such as
Climate CoLab [18] or Decidem Barcelona [1]. In the case of open source contributions on sites
like GitHub, researchers have uncovered problems with contributors reporting issues that are
incomplete or invalid, which causes difficulties for developers [4]. Newcomers also face difficulties
in contributing to open source projects because of lack of answers to their inquiry or their own
communication behavior [36]. The findings related to participants’ expertise and interest as well
as initiator’s expertise in our model could be helpful for mitigating these problems by providing
insights on how resources including experienced initiators and participants should be allocated.
8.3.2 Deliberative processes. Communities seeking to have productive discourse could also
benefit from the implications from our model. Many platforms for discussion do not have definitive
formal resolution processes like RfCs, focusing only on the deliberation aspect. For instance, in
platforms like Kialo17 or ConsiderIt [37], the discussion artifact, or resulting issue map, is the
desired outcome. These platforms do not aim for a definitive end of the discussion but rather aim
to have a fair and productive deliberation while mapping the space of opinions.
Whether or not the platform requires a definitive “task” to complete, systems seeking productive
discourse will likely benefit from the findings of our model’s features related to contentiousness,
excessive bickering, and various tones of discourse. Another finding from the RfC process that might
translate to deliberative systems is the more formal starting and ending nature of RfCs. Systems
where discussions go on indefinitely or where threads with the same issue repeatedly arise might
benefit from having a procedure that lets participants stop and move on to something else or work
towards some conclusion. An interviewee mentioned: “RfCs can bring even the most intractable
disputes to a conclusion and allow editors to move forward despite holding extremely diverse opinions. A
few times, I’ve even seen an entire topic area return entirely to quiet, ‘normal’ editing at the conclusion
of a particularly important RfC”, emphasizing that RfCs provide a way for Wikipedians to move
on and not get stuck on a particular issue. This is healthy for the community because editors can
allocate their resources to different issues instead of wasting effort on a single one. This nature
of RfCs may provide insights to platforms like Reddit’s ChangeMyView, where there may exist
participant fatigue around certain topics. Systems like Wikum [48] for collaborative summarization
of discourse might be a vehicle for providing a sense of productivity or resolution.
9

FUTURE WORK AND LIMITATIONS

There were several features and related datasets in Wikipedia that we were interested in collecting
but require additional work and some manual effort to gather. For instance, we could see whether
models perform differently for RfCs in different categories. To match categories to RfCs, we need
17 https://www.kialo.com
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to parse the revision histories for the RfC’s talk page to find the revision that adds the RfC tag. This
is because the revision histories of each RfC category page does not provide the link or title of the
RfC, only RfC IDs that disappear once an RfC tag is taken off.
One limitation of our study is that participants’ number of edits made on Wikipedia were not
captured over time since they were retrieved by using the MediaWiki API, which only provides
users’ number of edit counts up to now. If we can easily collect the number of edits made on
Wikipedia by an editor at the time of each comment, it may be that we can achieve more accurate
results. Finally, some of the unclosed RfCs that were most recent in our dataset, such as ones in
2017, might at this point or in the future become closed because of more recent activity after our
data collection.
10

CONCLUSION

In this work, we provide a case study of Requests for Comment on English Wikipedia to examine
online dispute resolution. We learned from interviews and qualitative analysis the reasons why many
RfCs go unclosed. We identified features that distinguish formally closed RfCs and informally ended
ones from ones that remained stale, achieving 75.3% accuracy. The results show that participants’
interest and experience are significant factors, along with size and shape of the discussion. We
also built models to timely predict RfCs from the start of the initiation to different points in their
progression, with the best model reaching above 70% after just one week.
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